
Julie Delmar Spanks!: Kinky goings on in a scening FLR household By Julie Delmar This book of
entirely original material not before seen on her blog is part instructional part fact part fiction and
all fun! At over 75000 words and 18 chapters it's great value for your kinky dollar,

And describing a very kinky fantasy scene of david's that has obsessed him for years. Chapter 4:
Learning to Spank - Julie and david start hitting their stride, This is an entertaining and instructional
chapter on how to spank and be spanked safely: Chapter 5: Dealing with the Porn - david was
getting a little too comfortable playing with himself in front of his computer and neglecting Julie's
bedroom needs, Julie put a stop to that with some help from a friend. Chapter 6: Public Play - Playing
in public and with other women excites both david and Julie, This chapter describes the breadth of
what they get up to with many titillating anecdotes, Chapter 7: Panty Shopping - A perennial
favourite public play: taking your husband panty shopping: They did that but this time david and
Julie got a lot more than they bargained for, Chapter 8: Anal Play - An important part of most male
submissive kink is bum play: Julie gives us an entertaining overview of her husband's penchant for
having things stuck up his butt. Chapter 9: Anal Training in Front of His Sister - Julie was upset that
david had not been doing his assigned stretching, With david's kinky sister in town.

He is in for a shock when his situation is suddenly made embarrassingly public: Chapter 11: In-
Home Personal Training - Julie uses david's kink to ensure he remains motivated to eat well and stay
in shape, This chapter recounts their experiences with a series of pretty and dominant in-home
personal trainers hired to literally whip david's ass into shape: Chapter 12: Good Boy Spankings -
Not all spankings need be harsh punishment: Sometimes david gets a good boy spanking with a very
happy ending. Chapter 13: Beach Vacation - Vacations are a great time to get into some public
mischief, Read what happens when david ogles some young women at the beach. Suffice to say that
submissive husbands ought to mind their p's and q's around their dominant wives at the beach.
Chapter 14: Massage Parlour Spanking - Julie takes david to the massage parlour as a treat, His
treat turns sour when he learns he is only to be teased with no release and then soundly spanked in
front of the pretty attendants, Chapter 15: Mommy Roleplay - Julie describes in story form a roleplay
she and her husband along with two other women engaged in: david had been a very.

This is a compilation of femdom stories each are more or less related to each other. They are quite
good to be honest steamy sexy titillating and not badly written: However they are fundamentally the
same stories retold differently with minor changes. They follow the same pattern husband get
scolded by the wife spanking ensues along with humiliation usually in front of other females for a
deeper shaming, If you're into spanking and public humiliation and don't mind the repetition this is
for you: Julie Delmar Excellent bookAlthough not in any FLR relationship myself I found this book
very inspiring: Would love to have a dabble into this phenomenon but wifee not at all into it, She
doesn't seem to mind me doing the housework mind you!!! Loved this book Julie seems a real love
wouldn't mind a trip over her knee, if ever in UK!! Julie Delmar Mostly fantasy and public
humiliation, As explained by the author the book mixes what is supposed to be real life stories with
fantasies and it is not a process that pleased me: Also public humiliation did nothing for me but
could please you. Julie Delmar D Julie Delmar Julie Delmar (of Strict Julie Spanks! blog fame) and
her husband david engage in a kinky scening-oriented female led relationship. Chapter 1: A Typical
Scene in the Delmar Household - describes a typical punishment that Julie's husband david is subject
to. Chapter 2: How It All Started - Julie describes how she and her husband got started in their kinky
lifestyle with her various humorous missteps along the way. Chapter 3: A Kinkster is Born -
Recounting some early experiences of how david got into it he is made to do it in front of her,
Chapter 10: Next Door Neighbour - Julie helps out her friend Linda from time to time with her
submissive husband, However very naughty boy and Mommy had to punish him in front of his two
sisters, Chapter 16: Wife's Boss Roleplay - Another roleplay in story form where Julie must impress
her boss that she knows how to handle a scatterbrained husband, Julie Delmar Spanks!: Kinky



goings on in a scening FLR household

Hi! Im a switch spanko: My husband and I roleplay both ways and he real life spanks me when he
thinks Ive been naughty, I maintain a blog at {site_link} also write a few fiction books for fun based
on my real life experiences, My husband and I roleplay both ways and he real life spanks me when
he thinks I've been naughty. I maintain a blog at {site_link} also write a few fiction books for fun
based on my real life experiences. Sometimes even in front of witnesses. It reads well and adopts a
fun tone. Forced into girls' clothes plugged and spanked. Hi! I'm a switch spanko. {site_link}.


